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This book is for

Aard Groen, who recommended me to lead the track

Petra De Weerd-Nederhof, who invited me to do so

Annemarie Ridder, who planned perfectly, and

Joost Brinkman, who executed brilliantly
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You Are the Inaugural Cohort
Ours was the largest track of the CuriousU summer school.

Thirty-five people from around the world
gathered in Enschede in the east of the Netherlands

for two weeks of
study, creation, collaboration and celebration.

Working with us were sixteen faculty and coaches and
six project team members collaborating with

six project managers and leaders
from the university’s central administration.

Our cohort included
engineers,
scientists,
doctors,

managers,
students and

one philosopher.

What will we create next?
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About SVPI’s Programs

SVPI creates and delivers innovation and strategic management
programs offered by corporations, venture capital companies, uni-
versities, technology accelerators and conferences.

DealLab | PRESENT is the first of three technology innovation pro-
grams offered by SVPI. The training and experiential learning
focuses on helping evaluate the viability of new innovations,
develop a business model for them and communicate effec-
tively with investors, advisors, prospective customers, team
recruits and others. It is ideal preparation for developing highly
competitive teams in pitch competitions and for early investor
discussions. For corporate new product development teams, it
focuses on investment justification, return on investment and
go-to-market details. (Typically, 16 - 20 hours over 2 days or 2

weekends)

DealLab | PLANTM teaches teams how to create comprehensive,
concise business plans suitable for providing to angel investors,
lenders and competitions. Training and coaching for corporate
clients utilize their templates and planning requirements.
(21 hours over 3 days or 2 weekends)

DealLab | NEGOTIATETM introduces the process of agreeing terms
and conditions of investment agreements that are sized correctly
to the need, achievable by the team, and fair to all parties.
(8 hours)

VELOCITY | VectorsTM Beyond the DealLab series, SVPI offers
the comprehensive VELOCITY commercialization curriculum.
Vectors covers in-depth topics such as market research, intellec-
tual property protection, financial management, sales, human
resources, regulatory compliance and other core competencies
for successful technology ventures.
(26 hours over 2 weekends, 4 days, or 8 evenings)

“Back to Basics” For private equity firms, this series offers their
portfolio companies’ managers with interactive workshops on
strengthening value propositions, redefining the brand, and
selling strategies. (3 one-day sessions)

SVPI welcomes inquiries about collaborating on experiential train-
ing for innovation leadership, venture investment, commercializa-
tion and business strategy across sectors and global regions.
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Copyright Notice

The original content contained herein and the associated original course
material is Copyright © 2015 by SVPI, LLC. All rights reserved. Except as
contractually authorized, no part of this book may be reproduced in any
form whatsoever; by photography or xerography or by any other means, by
broadcast or transmission, by translation into any kind of language, by any
information storage or retrieval system, nor by recording electronically or
otherwise, without permission in writing from SVPI, LLC. Our coaches and
guest speakers provided additional training modules and own the intellectual
property rights to their materials. Please contact them directly to obtain
permissions for reuse.

www.svpi.com
PO Box 1001

Groveland, MI 48462-1001 USA
+1.248.840.3402

info@svpi.com





Welcome Messages

From Professor Aard Groen

I am very pleased to welcome you to the University of Twente and
NIKOS for our EntrepreneurialU program. You will meet many of
my colleagues and myself as we think about how successful startup
ventures are created – and then work together to do it.

The University of Twente has a rich history of helping young
students such as you take brilliant ideas from concept to reality.
NIKOS, our entrepreneurship research institute and VentureLab,
our startup accelerator, were created exactly to power the success
of entrepreneurs. In the last decades, the University of Twente has
helped transform our region as hundreds of international science
and management students like you came here to learn, to create
and to grow companies. Several have become international giants,
such as Booking.com, and many have enjoyed long-term success.

For you we have a simpler goal. Come join us of a week of learn-
ing and experimentation. Come share the excitement of generating
new solutions to important problems. Come enjoy the new friend-
ships, food, music and fun of a first-class international festival.
Come to Twente and learn how to innovate.

I look forward to meeting you and sharing in your Twente expe-
rience.

Best regards,

Aard J. Groen, PhD
Professor of Innovation Entrepreneurship
Founder, VentureLab International
Director, NIKOS
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From Professor Petra De Weerd-Nederhof

Students and researchers from around the world are joining more
than a dozen University of Twente doctoral and Masters students
for EntrepreneurialU. We are excited that all of you are gathering
here to learn how to create value from technology and provide that
to solve problems in society and in business.

As graduate students (and the several bachelors students among
you), being able to commercialize technologies – or even to argue
more effectively for research funding – means that you will better
equipped to make real change in our world.

Throughout your time with us, you will be challenged to think
and create both in collaboration and in competition. We hope that
you enjoy this active process of seeking the strongest ideas in which
to invest your energy, your talents and, ultimately, investors’ money.
Having the capability to choose the better idea and communicate its
value are vital skills for you to apply in any organization you may
join.

Please consider how what you experience here during this week
could translate into academic and industry engagement over the
rest of your career. The University of Twente invites you to bring
your research and business ideas here, if you are not already part of
our community of entrepreneurial scholars.

We wish you a very enjoyable and thought-provoking summer
school. Thank you very much for participating and strengthening
the diversity of ideas.

Sincerely,

Petra De Weerd-Nederhof, PhD
Professor of Organisation Studies and Innovation
Programme Director, Business Administration
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From Neil

We are delighted to have you in our inaugural cohort of innova-

your new business and you

Taking a new invention from
concept to profitable business is
an exciting undertaking. An early
theme of our course is that you are
not your business, and your busi-
ness is not you. To succeed, you
will need to attract and manage
colleagues, suppliers, customers,
advisors, investors and others.
Our course is designed to help
you understand how to do this.
Starting and growing a business
is risky, take what you learn for
this venture into your next ideas
to speed your progress and reduce
the risks of failure. We are in an
era of innovation, one that toler-
ates failure as a necessary part of
improvement.

If some day, you reread this book
after an initial business pursuit
is ended without the success you
had hoped for, remember that
many great innovators overcame
initial struggles and disappoint-
ment to create stronger businesses
in their next attempts.

tion leaders at the University of Twente NIKOS EntrepreneurialU
Summer School.

The work for this course will help you set a clear vision and
early plans for a new venture. You will begin to master creating
a comprehensive business design around your innovative concept
and learn how to effectively communicate the business and its
value to key stakeholders in your success.

After our program, you can continue to take advantage of what
you have learned with us by:

• Continuing to refine your initial business concept (or create new
ones!) based on discussions with advisors, potential customers
and the teammates you met here

• Pursue opportunities to expand your entrepreneurial network

• Strongly consider studying here at the University of Twente
whether you have a technical, scientific, or managerial career
interest

• If you already are a student or researcher here, take full advan-
tage of the strong programs offered by NIKOS, VentureLab, the
DesignLab, and the excellent faculties.

• Have confidence in yourself – think of the progress you made in
just the short amount of time we had together and take the next
steps boldly

Working with you was a great honor and it was a pleasure to see
your businesses move closer to reality. I hope that you will keep
in touch through LinkedIn and will look forward to hearing about
your growth.

All the best for your research and careers,
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Your Partners

This program was organized and arranged as a collaboration of
the University of Twente’s Netherlands Institute of Knowledge
Intensive Entrepreneurship, the Faculty of Behavioral, Management
and Social Sciences, the Graduate School and VentureLab.

Our corporate, consulting and entrepreneurial company partners
included:

• Alteration BV

• Both Social

• Cor Competence

• Menperium

• SVPI

• Voortman Steel Group, a rapidly growing entrepreneurial firm

• ENGIE, one of the world’s largest energy providers and a lead-
ing sponsor of energy-related sustainability entrepreneurship

• NightBalance, a growing Dutch medtech company focused on
improved health outcomes for people with sleep disorders

Your Program Team

Our course design began on a whiteboard in London, Canada as
Professors Aard Groen and Olga Belousova were thinking with
Neil about how to give students and young entrepreneurs a fast but
comprehensive introduction to launching and building a successful
startup. Since then, we have worked to fine-tune it and are grateful
for the suggestions and feedback you give us.

Preparing for your week involved detailed preparations and
coordination by many people. In particular, I wish to thank:

• Dr. Aard Groen

• Dr. Petra De Weerd-Nederhof

• Annemarie Ridder

• Joost Brinkman

• Monique Zuithof

And, the members of the University’s Central Administration
project team who have conceptualized, planned and coordinated
the creation of the Summer School program for all of us to enjoy.
It’s execution was so smooth, you’d think the festival had been put
on for 20 years.

• Erik Van Dijk, Project Manager
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• Rianne Kaptijn, Project Manager

• Bas Reuvekamp, Facilities

• Kim Bruil, Communications

• Sander Lotze, Internationalization

• Tom Mulder, MC Extraordinaire

• And, of course, the “Orange Mob” of festival staff

Your Coaches and Faculty

We benefited by attracting top entrepreneurship experts to work
with you as speakers and coaches. We are very grateful to the
generous commitment of their time to your success. Your work
with them was an introduction and many will be available to you
as you continue to grow your business at Twente.

• Aryan Aziezie

• Patrick Bliek

• Menno Both

• Joost Brinkman

• Pieter de Jong

• Aard Groen

• Cor Koopmans

• Jeroen Kraaijenbrink

• Raymond Loohuis

• Clemens Mensink

• Willem Poterman

• Annemarie Ridder

• Limke Schopman

• Neil Sheridan

• Raja Singaram

• Eline van Beest
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Your Colleagues

You are one of the first ever cohort to come to Twente for the
Summer School – more than 250 overall and 30 in our track. You
represent a broad cross-section of international researchers,
students and entrepreneurs.

• Abrara

• Ellen Allotey

• Jerfy ter Bekke

• Cameron Coles

• Kallol Das

• Alin-Gabriel Gramescu

• Frank Halfwerk

• Alexandru Ionita

• Dan Ionita

• Alexander Kafiluddin

• Eric Kafiluddin

• Adish Khezri

• Thomas Kopel

• Sahah Malik

• Luis Rafael Bastos Marques

• Conde Mofoudia

• Ruslan Moldovanov

• Jinfeng Mu

• Hasib Mustafa

• Nina Nazanin Nourafrouz

• Andrea Sanchez Ramirez

• Arturo Perez Rivera

• Fabian Rueter

• Anastasiia Rusanova

• Youssef Sanati

• Fabiana Santos

• Dineta Oki Sebayang

• Carlos Eduardo Lopes Silva
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• Okan Turkes

• Levke Ubben

• Marie-Cecilie von Braunschweig

• Radu M. Christian Voloaga

Your Teams

Our companies for this cohort’s pitch competition were:

• Eve

• Cocoon

• Find2Found

• State of the Heart

• Renew the Earth

• The Green Initiative

The Winners

Challenge Cup for the Overall Champions: Cocoon

Most Improved: Cocoon

Most Inspiring: Eve

Best Team Spirit Award: Find2Found

Most Innovative: State of the Heart

Greatest Social Impact: Renew the Earth

Most Sustainable: Eve





EntrepreneurialU Program: Rationale for Awarding
Academic Credit

Purpose

This section explains the program to participants’ home university
professors and academic administrators who are determining how
to grant academic credit. Each participant presenting a certificate by
the University of Twente will have completed the requirements of
the CuriousU Summer School program and this EntrepreneurialU
course track. (You should have received the original version of this
text with your completetion certificate and paperwork; this is for
your reference or to share with your advisors or interested friends.)

Educational Basis

This was the inaugural (first) cohort of the EntrepreneurialU pro-
gram, one of the featured tracks at the University of Twente’s Cu-
riousU Summer School. This program was designed under the
supervision of Professor Aard J. Groen, Director of the University of
Twente NIKOS program, which is dedicated to the study and dis-
semination of research on entrepreneurship, especially with regards
to innovative, high-technology companies.

The material in the curriculum was adapted from Neil Sheridan’s
work in teaching for-credit courses in the United States and Canada
and in professional development courses targeting active technol-
ogy entrepreneurs. Previously, a similar version of the program was
developed, delivered and evaluated at another Dutch university. In
total, over 1,200 undergraduate, graduate and industry researchers
have been taught material featured in this program.

SVPI creates and delivers innovation and strategic management
programs for corporations, venture capital companies, universities,
technology accelerators and conferences. SVPI welcomes inquiries
about collaborating on experiential training for innovation leader-
ship, venture investment, commercialization and business strategy
across sectors and global regions.

Inquiries regarding the granting of academic credit or about this
course may be directed to Neil Sheridan (ns@svpi.com).
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Course Overview

This course teaches entrepreneurial management, leadership, com-
munications and project management by applying proven theory
to practical applications. The course was adapted by SVPI for the
Summer School format by taking into account the aspects of the
Twente Educational Model. (Please see sidebar). Innovating a new The TEM (Twente Educational

Model; in Dutch: Twents Onder-
wijsmodel or TOM) is character-
ized by the integration of project-
led education (PLE) and other
teaching methods in thematic full-
time study units – i.e. modules.
A project is at the centre of each
module. By programming the
other module components around
these projects, an integrated com-
plex is created. Students’ learning
needs are primarily driven by the
project, in which they can also
apply knowledge gained from the
other module components. In a
module various components are
logically clustered around one
central subject or theme. Different
disciplines can meet within one
theme. For example, a realistic
assignment given to a group of
students may presuppose a cer-
tain degree of knowledge from
various disciplines. The group
then acquires this knowledge as
independently as possible, albeit
under tutor supervision. (Source:
University of Twente)

invention from concept to profitable business is a risky but reward-
ing undertaking. To succeed, technologists and managers will need
to attract and manage colleagues, suppliers, customers, advisors,
investors and others. This course is designed to help them under-
stand how to do this. While starting and growing a business is
risky, participants learn how to speed their progress and reduce the
risks of failure. In this era of innovation, many societies are becom-
ing more aware of the upside of risk and now better tolerate failure
as a necessary part of improvement. The course helps future inno-
vators from many different countries and cultures understand how
to overcome initial struggles and disappointment to create stronger
businesses in their next attempts.

The work for this course helped participants set a clear vision
and early plans for a new venture. They began to master creating
a comprehensive business design around their innovative concept
and learned how to effectively communicate the business and its
value to key stakeholders in their success.

Learning Objectives

The program includes entrepreneurial knowledge, project manage-
ment, communications, and collaboration course elements intended
to provide a basis for more effectively creating a successful venture.

The following are key learning objectives:

1. Risks and rewards of managing entrepreneurial ventures

2. Formulating a business model that integrates customer, financial,
organizational, and product-market objectives

3. Communicating effectively the critical details about the need for
the innovation, approach, benefits, competitive landscape, and
financials

4. Understaning sources of new venture funding and choose those
most feasible

5. Assessing and using social media options to communicate with
customers and other stakeholders

6. Understanding non-financial resources (including founding
human resources, intellectual capital, and network resources) for
new venture development

7. Preparing to grow the company beyond startup
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8. Evaluating international and intercultural differences in en-
trepreneurial management

9. Learning how to both give and use critical feedback from stake-
holders, teammates and advisors

Curriculum Summary

This course involves more than 42 hours of in-class active participa-
tion as well as independent reflective study and team collaboration
in between sessions. Training material and applied learning exer-
cises are presented in modules which included:

• On Entrepreneurship and Entrepreneurs

• Ideation – The Process of Creating Valuable Innovations

• Technology Commercialization

• Communicating Effectively, Giving Feedback and Being “Coach-
able”

• Building a Successful Team

• Using the “Business Model Canvas” Planning Method

• Introduction to Venture Finance

• Using Customer Discovery to Refine Innovation Ideas

• Social Media Strategy for Startups

• Strategy and Marketing at Entrepreneurial Corporations

• Selling Theory and Skills

• Beyond the Canvas: Advanced Business Planning

• Designing Products and Solutions

• Financial Considerations in New Product Development Decision-
making

• “Lean Management” Workshop

• “Creativity in Business”

• Challenges of Being an Entrepreneur

• Role Model Entrepreneur: NightBalance EV and Growing Global

• Mental and Physical Health: Staying Energized While Building
the Company

• Looking for “Blue Oceans”
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Assessment and Assurance of Learning Achievement

This learning-centered course includes traditional assessment, ac-
tive learning methods as well as a competition judged by interna-
tional entrepreneurship and industry experts.

Traditional assessment involved the following:

1. Verbal quizzes of key concepts

2. Written demonstration of learning by producing iteratively-
refined value propositions, customer segments, sales channels,
revenues, costs, resources, partnerships and business activities.

3. Individual presentations to the other class members

Active learning methods were adapted from work done at the
University of Windor’s Center for Teaching and Learning. These
“learner-centered” methods engage the student in co-creating the
final course content and applying the material immediately.

1. Building a case for recruiting new members to their team

2. Demonstrating understanding for key educational points by
commenting through constructive peer feedback on the work of
their colleagues

3. Developing team deliverables by sharing responsibility for indi-
vidual contributions leveraging their newly-acquired knowledge

4. Engaging in kinesthetic, auditory and visual teaching experi-
ences such as practicing their pitch before an audience in a 1,000

person auditorium

5. Working through conflict and achieving consensus

6. Assimilating and resolving conflicting advice and information

Finally, all students were engaged in preparing written submis-
sions and an on-stage pitch to a panel of investors, entrepreneurial
experts and industry leaders. This pitch was assessed according
to the value of the content, impact of the delivery and strength of
innovation idea.

Opportunities for Advanced Learning and Application

After our program, participants are encouraged to take advantage
of what they have learned at Twente by:

• Continuing to refine their initial business concept based on dis-
cussions with advisors, potential customers and the teammates
they met here

• Pursue opportunities to expand their entrepreneurial networks

• Strongly consider studying more about innovation entrepreneur-
ship whether they have a technical, scientific, or managerial
career interest
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• Identifying and visiting facilities at the their home university or
in their region such as technology incubators, startup acceler-
ators, venture investment funds, co-working spaces, university
technology transfer offices and other resources.

• Connecting and communicating with each other through LinkedIN
and other social media tools.





Part I

Day by Day Program
Overview





Tuesday, Day One

Goals

On our first day, we will get to know each other and begin to form
company teams. We will learn about entrepreneurs, their motiva-
tions and how they work to create value for themselves and others.
We will have our first experiences with two core learning and plan-
ning tools that will be central to our work together and in your
entrepreneurial ventures in the future. You’ll be encouraged to go
to dinner together to continue finding the team you want to join or
to convince others to join your team.

Today’s Faculty

• Joost Brinkman

• Neil Sheridan

Today’s Coaches

• Aryan Aziezie

• Menno Both

• Cor Koopmans

• Jeroen Kraaijenbrink

• Clemens Mensink

• Willem Poterman

Today’s Locations

• Morning: Drienerburght Hotel Conference Center (Our home
base)

• Afternoon: “Classroom of the Future”
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Sessions

MORNING

10.00 Welcome and Orientation (Slides = S.1)
- Review week’s program
- Objectives
- Logistics and Practical Matters
- Introduction of the Coaches
- Participant Self-Introductions

11.00 Entrepreneurs and Entrepreneurship (S.2)
- Who is an Entrepreneur? What Does She Do?
- Different Types of Entrepreneurial Activities
- Focus on Commercialization of Technologies
- Tools Entrepreneurs Use

AFTERNOON

15.00 Ideation and Communicating Your Business Ideas Effectively (S.3)
- Finding Viable Ideas
- Using the Elevator Pitch Method
- Giving Good Feedback and Constructive Guidance
- Being "Coachable" – Learning How to Accept and Use Guidance
- Using the U.S. National Science Foundation’s Simple Feedback Method

16.00 Building a Successful Team (S.4A and 4B)
- How to Best Recruit or Join a Team
- Break-out Session: "Battle for Talent" (team leaders make a recruiting pitch)

Suggestion: Invite people you want on your team to join you for dinner



Wednesday, Day Two

Goals

You will finish selecting a team, or we will help you... We will learn
about using the “Business Model Canvas” method to quickly de-
termine IF there is a business behind our idea and how it can be
created. Then, in our first team activity, you will brainstorm to-
gether and begin to complete the first iteration of your canvas.

Importantly, please come back EARLY from lunch, being in the
session room by 14:30. We plan to wake you up and fire up your
creativity. Next, we will learn the essentials of attracting and using
investment money from others.

Everyone will have a chance to practice the basics of giving a
pitch and giving feedback about them to others. Our coaches will
share some general guidance on what makes sense about your
ideas and where improvements should be considered. We’ll have
a fast discussion on how to translate feedback into stronger canvas
and pitch versions. Finally, we’ll end the day with another breakout
session for your team to work together on make improvements.

Today’s Faculty

• Joost Brinkman

• Cor Koopmans

• Neil Sheridan

Today’s Coaches

• Aryan Aziezie

• Menno Both

• Cor Koopmans
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Sessions

MORNING

10.00 Finish Creating Teams
- Available talent hears team pitches again
- Break-out Session: Teams discuss their skills, knowledge and interests
- Team rosters finalized

11.00 Think Inside the Box (S.5)
- What is the Business Model Canvas?
- Why Does the Canvas Increase Success and Reduce Risk?
- How to Develop Your First Canvas
- Today’s coaches re-introduce themselves and their expertise
- Break-out Session: Teams start their canvas with coaching

AFTERNOON

14:30 Energizer Number 1 (Brinkman, no slides)

15.00 Introduction to Venture Finance (Koopmans, S.7)
- Risks and Rewards Expected by Investors and What You Can Do to Limit Risks
- What To Do When Results Don’t Match Your Projections

16:00 Workshop: Pitching and Giving Feedback (S.8 and 9)
- Review of the Elevator Pitch Method
- Review of Giving and Accepting Feedback
- Every participant gives a 1 minute basic pitch of the team’s idea
- General feedback by coaches (not about each participant)

17.00 Refining Your Ideas (no slides)
- How to Use Feedback for Improving the Pitch and Canvas
- Break-out Session: Teams make improvements to pitch and canvas

Suggestion: Have your team invite a coach to dinner or dessert (or a beer?)



Thursday, Day Three

Goals

Learning how to interview potential customers and others about
our ideas in order to make sure that our business model reflects
real world facts and guidance. We’ll learn how to use face-to-face
discussions to collect incredibly valuable information and to build
useful connections for our companies. The “social media canvas”
will be introduced to help us plan how to leverage these services
to build our customer relationships exponentially faster than the
traditional methods.

Sadly, we leave lunch early again today – at 14:00.
Happily, a bus will take us from lunch to visit the rapidly ex-

panding entrepreneurial company Voortman Rijssen to hear about
how they have planned for and achieved their growth (Website:
www.voortmanstaalbouw.nl/en/). The company is now one of the
largest steel fabricators in the Netherlands.

Sadly, we will then leave the world of business success to return
to Twente’s campus, but where we understand the Thursday night
festivities may make you happy again.

Today’s Faculty

• Voortman Rijssen’s Marketing Executive

• Menno Both

• Raymond Loohuis

• Neil Sheridan

Today’s Coaches

• Aryan Aziezie

• Joost Brinkman

• Cor Koopmans

• Willem Poterman
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Today’s Locations

• Drienerburght

• Bus departs from lunch at the festival tent to go to Voortman
Rijssen

Sessions

MORNING

10.00 Customer Discovery Workshop (S.10)
- What is Customer Discovery?
- How to Identify and Interact with Customer Types
- How to Plan, Hold and Record Meaningful Interviews
- Demonstrations of Effective and Ineffective Techniques

10.40 Social Media Canvas (Both, S.11)
- How to Strategically Use Social Media
- Social Media and Customer Discovery – a Powerful Alternative
- Example of a Social Media Canvas

11.00 Preparing for Customer Discovery
- Break-out Session: With coaches, identify customers / prepare for interviews

REMINDER: Only one hour for lunch today.
AFTERNOON

14:00 Bus Departs for Company Visit

15.00 Welcome to Voortman Rijssen (no slides)
- Arrival Welcome
- Company Presentation
- Question and Answer period (please prepare questions)

15.45 Factory Tour and Demonstrations

16.45 Informal Closing Reception

17.15 Bus Departs for Twente

18.00 Arrival on Campus / Evening Festival Activities

REMINDER: We start at 9.30 tomorrow...



Friday, Day Four

Goals

We begin with a new focused Energizer by Joost Brinkman.
Next, selling for a startup company is a critical responsibility for

all employees, even if that isn’t your primary role. We learn some
of the essentials for working with potential customers and moving
towards making the sale.

After a brief review of how to do Customer Discovery, our teams
will conduct actual interviews with either consumer or business
customers, depending on which is most approapriate given their
business model. We will meet back at the classroom at 15.00.

The coaches will act as a panel to hear your Customer Discovery
experiences and questions and then offer some guidance on how to
interpret and use what you heard. You will have a chance to work
with your teammates and coach on adjusting your business model.

By the end of today, your pitch and canvas should be “90%” com-
plete. From here, the focus is on adding a few remaining details
and using peer feedback to strengthen the content.

Today’s Faculty

• Joost Brinkman

• Willem Poterman

• Neil Sheridan

Today’s Coaches

• Aryan Aziezie

• Cor Koopmans
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Sessions

MORNING

9.30 Energizer Number 2 (Brinkman, no slides)
10.00 Selling Workshop (S.14)

- Who Sells in a Startup Business?
- Customer Types
- Tragic Mistakes
- Features vs. Benefits
- Approaching a New Market
- Networking Skills
- Selling Tips

11.00 Doing Customer Discovery
- Last Guidance on How to Do Effective Interviews
- Explanation of the "Commitment" Sheets
- B2C Companies Go to Enschede
- B2B, B2G Companies Make Conference Calls

AFTERNOON

15.00 Coaches Roundtable on Customer Validation (Poterman chairs)
- How to Interpret Customer Feedback
- Accepting and Using Rejection
- Question and Answer period

16.00 Iterating or Pivoting (S.15)
- Break-out Session: Using the feedback, decide as a team how to adjust model.

Suggestion: Try doing additional customer discovery at the festival...



Saturday, Day Five

Goals

We deliver, hear and critique our teams first full three-minute
pitches. Because our canvas is nearly done, we start to think be-
yond it to the longer term vision and planning needed to grow.

We transform our business ideas into design concepts for what
our product (also meaning services from now on) looks like. We
also consider the financial concerns related to our designs, which
impact our pricing, profitability, and growth capital needs

For services and software, we draw screenshots or pictues of
it in service. For physical products, we sketch what it looks like
and envision it in a use case. (There are no prizes for artistic talent:
Innovation doesn’t have to be pretty.)

Today’s Faculty

• Cor Koopmans

• Jeroen Kraaijenbrink

• Willem Poterman

• Raja Singaram

• Neil Sheridan

Today’s Coaches

• Aryan Aziezie

• Joost Brinkman

Today’s Locations

• We start at the stage of the main festival tent

• In afternoon, back to Drienerburght
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Sessions

MORNING

10.00 Pitching Warmups (Singaram, no slides)
- Mindset
- Power and Passion
- Personality: "People Like to Do Business with People They Like"
- "Open microphone" opportunity

11.00 Pitching Round 2 Practice Workshop (S.16)
- Three minute pitches by 1 or 2 team members
- One pitch for each company
- Focus on making sure we understand value proposition, customers and benefits
- Participants give verbal and written feedback
- If time permits, teams can go again if desired

AFTERNOON

15.00 "Looking for Blue Oceans" (Poterman, S.24)

16.00 "Beyond the Business Canvas" (Kraaijenbrink, S.25)

17.00 "Designing Products and Solutions" (S.17)

17.30 "Financial Considerations of New Product Design" (S.18)
- Pricing new products (and services)
- Understanding capital and cash flow needs during growth

Suggestion: Draw some conceptual design pictures: Screenshots, products, etc.



Sunday, Day Six

Goals

We relax and enjoy the Netherlands in summer. Several activities
and excursions are being offered by the festival leaders.

Neil is interested in going to Amsterdam and welcomes the
company, with the warning that he is looking for tech companies
and not specialty cafes.

Options

Please refer to the festival master schedule.





Monday, Day Seven

Goals

Back to work! An exciting day that continues to take our businesses
off the written canvas. We start in the DesignLab where we will
receive professional guidance on how to take our paper sketches
and continue to develop vibrant designs from them.

In the afternoon, we hold the first annual Twente Summer School
“Creativity and Innovation” summit with our colleagues from the
“Serious Gaming” track (refer to the Appendix or the CuriousU
website for more information on the track.)

By midnight, your pitch and canvas should be “100%” complete.
Use today’s sessions to expand your thinking about how to cre-
ate and present your solutions to customers. How can you inject a
spark of creativity to make your business model and pitch fascinat-
ing to customers, investors and – tomorrow – to the judges? Then,
go to bed and be well-rested for tomorrow’s competion.

Today’s Faculty

• Professor Aard Groen

• DesignLab Faculty

• Guido Bruinsma, “Serious Gaming” Faculty

• Joost Brinkman

• Neil Sheridan

Today’s Coaches

• Aryan Aziezie

• Cor Koopmans

• Clemens Mensink

• Raja Singaram

Today’s Locations

• Morning in DesignLab

• Afternoon in the “Classroom of the Future”
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Sessions

MORNING

10.00 "Hands-on" Product Design Workshop (DesignLab Faculty, no slides)

11.00 Lean Management Workshop (Brinkman, S.19)

AFTERNOON

15.00 "Serious Gaming - EntrepreneurialU Joint Innovation Summit"
- Introduction of participants, faculty and coaches from both tracks
- "Creativity in Business" mini-lecture (Bruinsma, no slides)
- "Business in Creativity" open discussion (Sheridan, S.20)
- Networking tips

15.30 Summit Networking Sesssion
- Participants meet and speak with colleagues from the other track
- Selection of reports on what you learned and realized while networking

16.30 Pitching Round 3 Practice Workshop (S.21)
- Quick introduction to feedback sheet for Serious Gaming colleagues
- Three minute pitches by 1 or 2 team members
- One pitch for each company from both tracks
- Focus on making sure we now also clearly understand financial highlights
- Participants give verbal and written feedback

17.45 Peer Perspectives Open Discussion
- Discuss and debate creative business leadership and business-like creation

Suggestion: Invite a gaming genius to dinner



Tuesday, Day Eight – Competition Day

Goals

First, Clemens Mensink shares key messages for us as we begin
our carers as entrepreneurs. Clemens reflects on his successes and
challenges while launching a company at the University of Twente.

Then, our keynote speaker is Eline van Beest, CEO of Night-
Balance. Eline is one of Glamour Magazine’s “100 Most Inspiring
Dutch Women” for her work in creating and commercializing a
sleep disorder medical technology product / service offering.

Our work is finalized by submitting our canvases for judging in
the morning and the pitch competion in the afternoon. Celebrations
of our individual and team successes are highlights our awards and
closing ceremonies before we join the entire summer school at the
Goodbye Party.

Today’s Faculty

• Professor Aard Groen

• Eline van Beest

• Clemens Mensink

• Neil Sheridan

Today’s Coaches

• Aryan Aziezie

• Joost Brinkman

• Raja Singaram

• Willem Poterman

The Judges

• Aard Groen (Chairman)

• Pieter de Jong

• Jeroen Kraaijenbrink
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• Raja Singaram

• Eline van Beest

Today’s Locations

• Morning in Dwergen in Festival area

• Afternoon on the main stage (Moond Star) at the Festival Tent

• Evening at the Party

Sessions

MORNING

10.00 Final Day Welcome by Professor Aard Groen

10.15 Break-out Session: Finalize Your Canvas

11.00 Submit readable, neat canvas to Neil for judges to review

11.10 "Is ’Success’ Really a Choice?" (Mensink, S.22)

12.00 "A Conversation with Eline van Beest: From Concept to Global Company" (S.23)

AFTERNOON

15.00 EntrepreneurialU Pitch Contest and Judging

16.00 Awards Ceremony and Team Photographs

17.00 Closing Remarks and Farewell Challenge
18.00 Food Festival

20.00 Goodbye Party



Gallery
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Part II

Session Slides





1 Welcome and Orientation
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2 Entrepreneurs and Entrepreneurship
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3 Communicating Your Business Ideas Effectively
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4A Building a Successful Team
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4B Breakout: Teaming
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5 Think Inside the Box

Business Model Slides

For our course, we used the “Business Model Canvas” tool created
by Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur.
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7 Introduction to Venture Finance
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8 Pitching and Giving Feedback Workshop
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9 Coaches Comments on Pitches
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10 Customer Discovery Workshop
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11 Social Media and the SM Canvas
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14 Selling Skills
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15 Breakout: Iterating or Pivoting?





16 Round 2 Pitch Workshop
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17 Designing Products and Solutions
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18 Financial Considerations of New Product Design
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19 Lean Management Workshop
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20 Business in Creativity Open Discussion
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21 Round 3 Pitch Workshop
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22 Is “Success” Really a Choice?
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23 Keynote Speaker: Eline Vrijland-van Beest
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24 Looking for Blue Oceans
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25 Beyond the Business Model



Beyond the business model 
A practical approach to strategy 

 
Jeroen Kraaijenbrink 

 
CuriousU Summerschool Festival 15 August 2015 



•  Understand what strategy is and why you need it 
•  Revisit the dominant approach to strategy 
•  Explore an alternative for the business model canvas 
•  Learn about a practical and creative approach to 

strategy generation 
•  Inspire and motivate to adopt and adapt such 

approach 

    Strategy that works 

Goals 

2



What is strategy? 



“A unique way of sustainable value creation” 
•  Value creation 

•  Products, services, for customers 
•  Sustainable 

•  Hard to copy, returns, no depletion, stakeholder interests 
•  Unique 

•  Not 100% different or similar 
•  Way 

•  Not a plan, writing, etc. but processes, actions, & routines 
(explicit vs. implicit strategy) 

 So: what is your strategy?  
  
  Your unique way of sustainable value creation 

4

Definition strategy 



•  BM = strategy -/- competition 
•  BM = abstraction of strategy (like generic 

strategies) 
•  BM = glue between strategy, organization & 

technology 
•  BM = strategy made operational 
•  BM = framework for strategy execution 
•  BM = strategy 
•  BM = incomplete strategy 

5

Strategy vs. business model 



•  What does strategy consists of? 
•  Start: business model canvas 
•  But: 2/3 of strategy à why not everything? 
•  Various ‘improvements’ and improvements 
•  Result: Strategy Sketch, consisting of the 10 

most important elements of strategy 
 

6

Open that black box! 
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Business model canvas 



5.

Value proposition

4. 

Competitors

2.

Partners

1. 

Resources & 

competences

3. 

Customers

& needs

6. 

Revenue model

7. 

Risks & costs

8.
Values & goals

9.
Organizational climate

10.

Trends & uncertainties

The Strategy Sketch  

8

The Strategy Sketch 

Your 
means 

Your 
market 

Your added 
value 

Your  
returns 

Your 
identity 

Your 
context 



How to generate strategy? 



Strategic options 

Strategic choice 

External analysis Internal analysis 

Vision & mission 

SWOT 

Implement 

Monitoring & control 

Old style 
strategy 

10



1.  Ensures you take into account some of the most 
important elements of strategy. 

2.  Provides a systematic, and easy to understand 
structure for strategy generation.  

3.  Comes with a lot of tools and other supporting 
materials.  

4.  Is very rational and provides a hard-to-resist logic to 
‘sell’ a strategy within and outside the organization. 

5.  Is good at reducing perceived uncertainty.  

11

Strengths old style strategy 



1.  Doesn’t tell you what strategy is made of. 
2.  Assumes organizations have no strategy yet. 
3.  Narrows strategy down to a multiple-choice exercise. 
4.  Overrates the importance of mission and vision statements. 
5.  Assumes the world is predicable and that strategy is plannable. 
6.  Makes organizations over-dependent on their environment. 
7.  Underestimates and oppresses organizations’ creative potential. 
 
Furthermore: 
•  Fail percentages up to 50-90 % 
•  Was already called ‘traditional’ and ‘distorted’ in 1984 

12

Weaknesses old style strategy 



    “Don’t let the noise of other’s opinions drown out  
    your own inner voice. And most important, have  
    the courage to follow your heart and intuition. 

 
“I never get the accountants in before I start up  
a business. It’s done on gut feeling, especially  
if I can see that they are taking the mickey out  
of the consumer.” 
 

    
   “You don’t need to have a 100-person  
   company to develop that idea.” 

 
 
“A lot of what we ascribe to luck is not luck at all.  
It’s seizing the day and accepting responsibility for  
your future. It’s seeing what other people don’t see.  
And pursuing that vision.” 13

The right mindset 
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Strategy generation & execution 

Strategy generation

Strategy execution

Conceptual world:
Ideas and words

Material world:
Stuff and actions
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Strategy generation 

Obsolete ideas are removed during

the strategy generation process

New ideas are embraced during

the strategy generation process

Baseline strat
egy



1.   Activating key stakeholders. Making key persons in the 
organization receptive to new strategy and mobilizing the 
resources needed for strategy generation. 

2.   Mapping strategy. Identifying the organization’s strategy 
by describing it on the basis of its ten core elements. 

3.   Assessing strategy. Judging and testing the quality of the 
organization’s strategy against relevant criteria. 

4.   Innovating strategy. Renewing and redesigning the 
organization’s strategy through incremental or radical 
innovation. 

5.   Formulating strategy. Capturing the organization’s 
strategy in words and pictures that can be understood by 
the target audience. 

16

The five steps 
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In a picture 

Activating key stakeholders
Formulating strategy

Innovating strategy

Ma
pp

ing
 st

rategy Assessing  strategy1

2 3

4

5
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Step 1: Activating key stakeholders 

Activating key stakeholders
Formulating strategy

Innovating strategy

Ma
pp

ing
 st

rategy Assessing  strategy1

2 3

4

5



1.  No time. Too busy with running the business. 
2.  No money. We have a crisis and must cut costs first. 
3.  No use. We’re at the mercy of what happens around us. 
4.  Not allowed. Headquarters or my boss doesn’t allow us. 
5.  No need. We are doing fine without strategy. 
6.  Too small. Strategy is for big firms, not for us. 
7.  Not applicable. We are a non-profit organization. 
8.  Done that. We tried it, but it didn’t work. 
9.  Too abstract. Strategy is too much blah blah. 
10. No benefit. We don’t need extensive plans. 

19

10 excuses 



•  Yes but… 

20

What to do? 
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Step 2: Mapping strategy 

Activating key stakeholders
Formulating strategy

Innovating strategy

Ma
pp

ing
 st

rategy Assessing  strategy1

2 3

4

5



•  What is your current strategy? 
•  Mapping the factual, implicit strategy – as it is 
•  All 10 elements 
•  Repeat regularly: did anything change? 

•  This creates 
•  Insight 
•  Communication 
•  Discussion 
•  Agreement 

22

What to do? 
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Resources &  
competences 

Partners Value proposition 

Values & goals 

Organizational climate 

Revenue model 

Risks & costs 

Trends & uncertainties 

Customers 
& needs 

Competitors 
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Step 3: Assessing strategy 

Activating key stakeholders
Formulating strategy

Innovating strategy

Ma
pp

ing
 st

rategy Assessing  strategy1

2 3

4

5



•  Judgment: how good is the strategy? 
•  Diagnosis of problems 
•  Detecting possibilities for improvement 

•  Applies to 
•  Current strategy 
•  New strategy 
•  Comparing options 

25

What to do? 



Criteria 

ü Coherent 
ü Efficient 
ü Effective 
ü Unique 

ü Flexible 
ü Robust 
ü Scalable 
ü Responsible 

26

Is your strategy sufficiently 
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Step 4: Innovating strategy 

Activating key stakeholders
Formulating strategy

Innovating strategy

Ma
pp

ing
 st

rategy Assessing  strategy1

2 3

4

5



•  From incremental improvement 
•  Following the assessment 
•  Improve per element 

 

•  To radical innovation 
•  New for the organization 
•  New for the market 
•  Multiple / all elements 

28

What to do? 



•  Start at one of the elements 
•  Start from the future and reason back 
•  Identify future trends, sketch a plausible future, 

derive implications for your strategy 

•  Start from scratch 
•  Use scenarios like ‘what if you had to sell your 

products for a price ten times higher than normal’ 
or ‘what if you had to cut expenses by half without 
reducing revenues’ 

29

How? 



30
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Resources &  
competences 

Partners Value proposition 

Values & goals 

Organizational climate 

Revenue model 

Risks & costs 

Trends & uncertainties 

Customers 
& needs 

Competitors 
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Step 5: Formulating strategy 

Activating key stakeholders
Formulating strategy

Innovating strategy

Ma
pp

ing
 st

rategy Assessing  strategy1

2 3

4

5



•  Answer the question: what is your strategy? 
•  So: What is your unique way of sustainable 

value creation? 

•  Why? 
•  Refine 
•  Fixate 
•  Convince 
•  Signal 

33

What to do? 

Many formulated strategies consist of: 
•  General goals 
•  Jargon 
•  Socially desirable text 
•  Empty rhetoric 



•  Take one element as core 
•  E.g. the value proposition, customers & needs, etc. 

•  Use the rest to create a convincing story  
•  All elements needed 

•  Pick an appropriate format 
•  Document 
•  Presentation 
•  Video 
•  … 

34

How? 



•  In a globalizing market in which the number and sophistication of competitors grows 
and competition is increasingly price-based {trends & uncertainties}, our strategy is to 
distinguish ourselves from other steel cutting and bending manufacturers and 
particularly from companies X, Y, and Z {competitors}, by offering not only steel cutting 
and bending machines, but also complementary machines and personalized services 
{value proposition} so that our customers – high-precision machine manufacturers in 
Europe – are relieved of all concerns regarding their machine park {customers & needs}. 

•  By doing so we are able to maintain our current size and market share, while 
increasing our profitability and offering our employees a challenging and comfortable 
working environment {values & goals}. This is viable because our service level and 
complementary products allow us to charge a premium price above the market 
average {revenue model} and because we have a zero waste policy and outsource the 
production of complementary products {risks & costs}. 

  
•  We are able to do this primarily because we excel at translating customer needs into 

machine specifications {resources & competences}, because we are the industry’s best 
employer for the past 3 years and are able to attract the most skilled engineers in the 
world {organizational climate}, and because we closely collaborate with companies A, B, 
and C, which produce all complementary products and with our steel suppliers 
{partners}.  

35

Example MacMan 
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Example Hospicare 
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Example GoforIT 
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Strategy generation 

Activating key stakeholders
Formulating strategy

Innovating strategy

Ma
pp

ing
 st

rategy Assessing  strategy1

2 3

4

5



•  Understand what strategy is and why you need it 
•  Revisit the dominant approach to strategy 
•  Explore an alternative for the business model canvas 
•  Learn about a practical and creative approach to 

strategy generation 
•  Inspire and motivate to adopt and adapt such 

approach 

Thank you and good luck! 

Conclusion 

39

www.thestrategyhandbook.com  / jk@kraaijenbrink.com  
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Resources &  
competences 

Partners Value proposition 

Values & goals 

Organizational climate 

Revenue model 

Risks & costs 

Trends & uncertainties 

Customers 
& needs 

Competitors 
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Professor Aard Groen, PhD

Dean of Entrepreneurship, University of Groningen

Professor of Innovation Entrepreneurship, University of Twente

Founder, VentureLab

Director, NIKOS Centre for Innovation & Entrepreneurship, Univer-
sity of Twente

Professor of Entrepreneurship & Commercialization, University of Gronin-
gen

Dr. Aard Groen is a global leader in designing successful technol-
ogy entrepreneurship accelerators and university entrepreneurship
education programs. His research focuses on entrepreneurship
by ventures across a range of advanced technology sectors. His
keynotes on university-industry collaboration, technology com-
mercialization, key competencies for innovation, and leveraging
networks for business development are featured presentations at
international conferences and symposia.

Professor Groen teaches on innovation, entrepreneurship, mar-
keting and business development.

Dr. Groen founded and is the Director of NIKOS, the technology
entrepreneurship research group in the department of Business Ad-
ministration at the School of Management and Governance, Univer-
sity of Twente, the Netherlands. NIKOS is the first such academic
center for entrepreneurship in the Netherlands and incorporates re-
search, education, entrepreneurial support (business development)
and consultancy/training.

Dr. Groen created and leads VentureLab International, a tech-
nology start-up accelerator which has generated 250 university
spin-out companies and 2,000 jobs since 2009. VentureLab is also a
model and collaboration partner for programs in Europe and Asia.
The program serves as a “living lab” for teaching and researching
about entrepreneurship. For example, Dr. Groen’s team designed
the “Competencies for Innovations” based on their work with start-
up companies and corporates. This project engages with small to
very large firms in energy, steel, microelectronics, ICT, and health-
care to understand how to enhance training and support of key
skills development for innovation teams’ members. He is an asso-
ciate editor of Technovation, the International Journal of Technolog-
ical Innovation, Entrepreneurship and Technology Management.

Dr. Groen has written extensively on developing start-up and
enterprise-scale businesses by leveraging industrial and interna-
tional networks. His papers have been published in the Journal of
Management, International Journal of Small Business, Creativity
and Innovation Management. (For his publications, please refer to
Google Scholar: http://bit.ly/1jhj5Iq). Dr. Groen has led multiple
EU projects and is presently an advisor to the board of Eurodev,
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which facilitates international business development and M&A ac-
tivity. He is an advisor to the European Institute of Technology’s
Information and Communications Technology Labs (EIT-ICTlabs)
network serving companies including Siemens, Deutsche Telekom,
Philips, Nokia, Ericsson and others.

T: +31 50 363 6543 or +31 53 489 2885

E: a.j.groen@utwente.nl or a.j.groen@rug.nl

W: www.utwente.nl/nikos and www.venturelabtwente.com
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Neil Sheridan, MS, MBA

Author and Program Designer, EntrepreneurialU

Entrepreneur

Chair, Entrepreneurship Task Force, Small Business Association of Michi-
gan

Director, PINE Project (Prioritized Interests and Needs of Entrepreneurs)

Doctoral Researcher

Strategy Facilitator and Organizational Development Advisor

Neil Sheridan is CEO of SVPI, an advisory and management ser-
vices corporation based in Michigan and active internationally.
Neil has extensive leadership experience as an executive, board
member and consultant for manufacturing, banking, securities, in-
surance, energy, higher education, healthcare, government and non-
profit organizations. He has worked with Mercedes Benz, Siemens,
Samsung, and automotive suppliers on strategy and management
projects. Neil has helped found and develop several large operating
foundations with multi-million dollar programs.

The United States Secretary of Commerce appointed him in
2013 to the Michigan District Export Council, which helps Midwest
companies grow their international sales. He is a member of both
the national and Michigan Society of Association Executives, for
which he organized and led 30 Michigan CEOs through an inno-
vation strategy program. Neil is also a vetted member of the C.S.
Mott Foundation’s B.E.S.T. Project, which provides strategy and
operations expertise to growing non-profit organizations.

For the Small Business Association of Michigan, Neil serves as a
member of the Leadership Council and chairs the Entrepreneurship
Task Force. On a national level, Neil has reviewed R&D funding
proposals for the National Science Foundation, including for en-
ergy, biomedical, new materials and automotive technologies. Neil
has taught MBA and undergraduate business students on interna-
tional business, management and marketing at Kettering University
(formerly General Motors Institute), the University of Michigan, the
University of Windsor (Canada), and the University of Groningen
(Netherlands).

Neil has worked with hundreds of companies on marketing, fi-
nancial management, team recruitment, selling and funding issues.
Neil is an expert facilitator and has helped create successful organi-
zational development or turnaround strategies by fostering effective
communications and consensus among leaders, board members
and professionals.

He earned an MBA in Finance at New York University, a Master
of Science degree in Information Technology at Kettering, and a
Bachelor degree in International Affairs at Drew University. He is
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a researcher with NIKOS, the Netherlands technology innovation
institute at the University of Twente. Neil is a dual US - EU citizen
(Ireland) and is conversationally fluent in German.

SVPI, LLC is an advisory and management services corpora-
tion organized in Michigan and active internationally. SVPI assists
corporations, mid-market companies and large non-profit clients
with strategy, valuation, performance and innovation initiatives. We
actively contribute pro bono service to governments, associations,
educational institutions and others as part our commitment to job
creation, workforce development and economic growth.

Strategy and change, service innovation, organizational develop-
ment and commercialization programs are core competencies. SVPI
professionals can serve in transitional leadership during strategic
initiatives, rapid growth periods or to help bridge during executive
change situations.

C: +1 248 840 3402

E: ns@svpi.com

W: www.linkedin.com/in/neilsheridan1776/
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Joost Brinkman

EntrepreneurialU Project Team

Lecturer, University of Twente

Consultant to SMEs

Published Researcher

Joost Brinkman is a lecturer and consultant. He holds a Master
degree in technical business administration (chemical process engi-
neering) from the University of Twente.

As a lecturer, Joost has a full-time position at the University
of Twente. His expertise is entrepreneurship, lean management,
human capital development and business administration.

As a consultant, Joost supports startups, large and medium-sized
organizations in continuous improvement of business administra-
tion practices and methods.

As a researcher, Joost has published internationally in Human
Resource Development International and the Journal of Applied
Management and Entrepreneurship.

Joost’s Golden Circle (as created by Simon Sinek) has the follow-
ing element:

• Why (motivation): I believe that authenticity contributes to a
happier life as a human being, in which I believe in the strength
and energy of every individual.

• How (process): I am an energetic catalyst in which I am loyal
and work / think from the customer perspective, human capital
and about organizational well-being.

• What (product): Among other things, I apply leadership through
coaching in which I bundle human compassion that leads to a
positive contribution to the society, the organization and myself.
Reconciliation, continuous improvement (flow by lean / six
sigma) and better talent management leads to a balance between
disciplines and processes. Result: higher labor satisfaction and
better organizational results.
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Aryan Aziezie, MSc, BBE, BASc

Coach

MBA Candidate, University of Twente

Aryan Aziezie has worked closely with companies such as Phillips
and ASML to establish conferences related to Nanotechnology and
Healthcare. In addition, Aryan has worked with research Institutes
such as MESA+ Institute for Nanotechnology and CeNTech – Cen-
ter for Nanotechnology to encourage collaboration among technical
and business students with companies.

As a former chairman of two large student unions, Aryan has
experience with acknowledging, motivating and enhancing the abil-
ities of ambitious people with regards to entrepreneurship. More-
over, Aryan has experience in constructing and developing business
cases related to Pharmaceutics and Lab-on-a-chip technologies.

Furthermore, Aryan is a Master of Business Administration stu-
dent at University of Twente. Aryan has completed two bachelor
degrees in Nanotechnology and Industrial Engineering and Man-
agement. Throughout his studies Aryan was primarily interest in
Strategic Marketing, Innovation and Technology Management.

Aryan has a multidisciplinary mindset which allows him to eval-
uate and advice the development of an idea from the general to the
specific and vice versa. He has an enthusiastic, open and informal
attitude, which makes him approachable by anyone! Aryan’s motto
is: “Work hard, enjoy life and just. . . go for it!”.
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Menno Both, MSc.

Entrepeneur / Founder Both Social

Involved EU Projects: OpenGovEU, FYGO

Menno Both is a former student of the University of Twente and a
former participant of the VentureLab program.

In 2010, he started Both Social which is a social media agency
to help companies get maximum results out of their social media
budget.

Both Social is working with SME companies, but also with Dutch
companies that are listed on the Dutch Stock Exchange. Together
with the University of Twente, Both Social developed the social
media canvas. With the help of this canvas, companies are able to
maximize their social media strategy.

Both Social supports companies strategy workshops and consul-
tancy, hands on workshops and consultancy, social media adver-
tisement and content marketing. Both Social works to educate their
clients, so they will become self-supporting.

E: menno@bothsocial.nl
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Forrest Carter, PhD

Faculty Director, Institute for Entrepreneurship at Michigan State Uni-
versity

Professor of Marketing

Entrepreneur

Forrest Carter is the Faculty Director of Michigan State Univer-
sity’s Institute for Entrepreneurship. Dr. Carter is currently teaches
courses in marketing research, marketing strategy, and entrepreneur-
ship at the Broad College of Business at Michigan State University.
After completing his undergraduate degree in Industrial Manage-
ment at Purdue University on an athletic scholarship, he went on
at that institution to complete a master’s and doctorate degree spe-
cializing in marketing and quantitative methods. His first teaching
assignment was at Georgia Tech where he received the Marketing
Science Institute’s Outstanding Research Award for his work in
mathematical models to predict new product success.

Dr. Carter has authored numerous marketing articles and pub-
lications in the areas of marketing research and macro-marketing.
Early in his career his research interests focused on data analysis
models for new product development. Over the last decade his in-
terests have focused on marketing’s role in economic development,
especially as it relates to women and minorities.

Dr. Carter has been the past president of the Black Faculty As-
sociation at Michigan State University; owner of a market research
firm in Detroit, and a co-researcher of a five year initiative at Michi-
gan State University to provide an integrative development tool for
’at-risk’ communities; and a three year initiative to improve the en-
trepreneurial skills of small health care providers within the Detroit
Empowerment Zone. He has also been a consultant with numer-
ous organizations such as Citibank, Herman Miller, Johnson and
Johnson, the State of Michigan, and several small minority owned
businesses across the Midwest.

E: carterf@msu.edu
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Pieter de Jong

Manager of Operations for ENGIE

New Business Development, ENGIE Norther Netherlands

Co-Founder and ENGIE Representative to Startup Fast Track

Pieter de Jong is the Manager of Operations for ENGIE’s CFPP
Nijmegen plant. Pieter has responsibility within his division for the
new business development in the Northern Netherlands region.

Pieter also holds responsibility for several technical and organi-
zational flexibility programs within the group.

In his role helping ENGIE identify promising new technologies,
Pieter collaborated with VentureLab International, the Univesity
of Groningen, the Energy Academy of Europe and SVPI to help
design and launch the new tech company accelerator program,
Startup Fast Track.
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Cor Koopmans

Financial Management Expert

Lecturer

MBA Candidate, University of Twente

Cor Koopmans is a lecturer in the fields of Macro/Meso Economics
and Financial Management at the NHL Hogeschool of Applied Sci-
ences in Leeuwarden. His students are typically studying Manage-
ment and Financial Accounting, Auditing and Financial Services.
Prior to that, Cor completed his bachelor in Management Account-
ing and Control with the specialisation in International Finance and
Legal Studies.

His work experience includes being a treasury and account-
ing manager in various positions with Adidas, Martinair and LG.
Project leadership there included

setting up a foreign currency exposure forecasting system and
creating profit and loss analyses within a complex international
transfer pricing environment. Cor was responsible for revising
corporate hedge strategies. He also wrote the implementation plan
for the Martinair worldwide cash management to be integrated into
the KLM cash management structure.

Currently, Cor is an MBA student at the University of Twente.
“Frankly, I never expected I would enjoy studying here so much.
The professional yet personal approach makes this the road very
well-travelled!”.
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Jeroen Kraaijenbrink, PhD

Associate Professor and Senior Lecturer

Strategy Consultant

Author

Jeroen Kraaijenbrink is a strategy lecturer, consultant, and writer.
He has MSc degrees in public administration and industrial en-
gineering & management and a PhD in management from the
University of Twente. He also has been visiting scholar at the Uni-
versity of Virginia and the University of Minnesota.

As lecturer Jeroen has a part-time position as associate professor
at the University of Twente and a position as senior lecturer at TSM
Business School. Next to this he teaches strategy and entrepreneur-
ship in the executive MBA program at the Amsterdam Business
School.

As consultant, Jeroen supports startups, large and medium-
sized organizations in strategy generation and execution. Based
on scientific insights into strategy, entrepreneurship, and business
modeling, and his own experience with for-profit and non-profit
organizations, Jeroen has developed a new approach to strategy,
which he applies in his consulting activities. Unlike conventional
approaches, this approach is based on a creative, interactive, and
emergent view on strategy rather than based on extensive analysis
and planning.

As writer, Jeroen has published internationally in various books
and journals including Knowledge Management Research & Prac-
tice, Journal of Product Innovation Management, and Journal of
Management. His most recent book, The Strategy Handbook, is a
practical and refreshing guide for making strategy work.

Jeroen’s main motivation is helping managers, executives, and
entrepreneurs improve their strategies and organizations. He likes
to turn all that is known about strategy into practical methods and
tools that can be used in practice.
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Clemens Mensink, PhD

Entrepreneur with Successful Exit

Chip Design Engineer and Team Leader

Technology Business Developer

Professional Speaker

Clemens Mensink earned his PhD in Electrical Engineering at the
University of Twente, the Netherlands, in 1996. After complet-
ing his studies, Clemens worked for Philips Semiconductors as a
chip-design engineer for new television. Next, he joined Ericsson
being given responsibility as a project manager for a Bluetooth
transceiver. In 2000, he was charged with starting up a new facility
for Agere Systems, at that time market leader in WiFi chip-sets. Af-
ter the successful opening of the plant, Clemens was named the site
manager and team leader for 20 technical and managerial staff.

In the highly competitive WiFi arena, Agere ultimately did not
succeed against its larger competitors. Clemens was recruited to
join Bruco, a chip design company in the Netherlands, where he
was responsible for both a design team of 15 people and oversight
of marketing and sales. Despite being named as a member of the
Bruco management team, Clemens aspired to have his own com-
pany.

In 2007, he started a high-tech chip-design company with a few
others that grew to 23 people – nearly all of whom were electrical
engineers with either Master or PhD degree. In building and lead-
ing these companies for others and ultimately himself, Clemens
gained deep experience and insights into effectively working with
professionals.

By 2013, Clemens’ company attracted the attention of Teledyne
DALSA, headquartered in Waterloo, Canada. Teledyne made an
attractive offer for the company which it then merged into its own
research and design operations. Clemens was asked to come to
Teledyne, where he is currently responsible for business develop-
ment.

Clemens Mensink holds 3 patents and over 10 scientific pub-
lications. Personal development is one of his core values. In his
professional life, he pursued courses in management, leadership,
and entrepreneurship. His international work experience bridges
from Europe to the United States and Canada. Clemens lived for 4

months in Milwaukee, Wisconsin (USA) and travelled many times
oversees.

Clemens is eager to find the essence of matter and is inter-
ested in physics and many technically related topics as well as
the essence that inspires and drives people. Being creatively open
to visualizing nearly anything as well as setting long-term goals are
key self-motivation techniques for him. With his enterprise Men-
perium, he deploys his aspirations to inspire people by means of
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lectures and kinetic sculptures.

M: +31 6 20 26 25 28

E: clemens.mensink@menperium.com
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Willem Poterman

Entrepreneur

Expert Business Executive

Interim Manager and Business Coach

Startup Advisory Board Member

Willem Poterman is a seasoned business executive who applies
cross-industry experiences to help startup businesses plan and
acheive growth objectives. Serving as a “sparring partner” to chal-
lenge the assumptions and plans of small and medium-sized enter-
prises, Poterman then coaches them on strengthening their strategy
and execution.

The “Verbeterman” founded Alteration BV in 2004 to deliver
corporate-quality consulting to growing companies. He is recog-
nized as a senior business executive able to operate at the strategic,
tactical and operational levels of management. He has all-round
marketer qualifications built on work in technology marketing,
business development and business innovation. Poterman serves
his business network, which covers Europe, the Middle East and
the United States, as a pragmatic and results oriented interim man-
ager and business coach.

Poterman held various senior business development and mar-
keting positions in manufacturing, industrial automation, bio-
medical, publishing and ICT at Continental Can, Cordis Europe,
Kluwer Publishing, Toshiba Europe GmbH (Germany) and Apple
Inc. (Paris and Cupertino).

His academic qualifications include earning an MBA at the TSM
Business School, studying marketing and sales management at the
London Business School, and completing a two year post graduate
program in Computer Architectures and Languages at the Univer-
sity of Eindhoven.

Poterman is an active coach and trainer for the VentureLab pro-
grams at the Univerity of Twente and at the University of Gronin-
gen. He is also a professional speaker for various organizations,
conference and events. He presently serves as a member of the
customer advisory board of Sifteo.

In addition to his work helping other startups and SMEs, Poter-
man launched his own latest entrepreneurial venture, SmallTech-
Supplies, in 2014.

E: willem.poterman@alteration.nl
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Raja Singaram

Lecturer

Coach

PhD Candidate, University of Twente

I am Raja Singaram currently working as a lecturer in Strategic
Management. I am about to complete my PhD degree in En-
trepreneurship from NIKOS here at the University of Twente. I
am broadly interested in many aspects of decision-making which
has led to me study cognitive neuroscience, behavioral strategy and
social entrepreneurship. I bring these aspects together in the class-
room when I teach strategic management for both undergrad and
graduate students from Business Administration and the Industrial
Engineering and Design programs at the University of Twente.

For my doctoral thesis, I have examined the legitimation strate-
gies adopted by social business ventures to acquire resources, sur-
vive and scale. The best part about my PhD trajectory continues
to be the opportunity to meet with entrepreneurs from various
countries through which I could learn about their diverse en-
trepreneurial experiences. I have a Master’s degree in Business
Administration from University of Texas at Dallas and I worked in
the enterprise software sector in the USA before embarking on my
teaching career.

Looking forward to getting to know you and learning alongside
you at the EntrepreneurialU!

E: i.singaram@utwente.nl
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Eline van Beest

Eline Vrijland-van Beest is the founder and CEO of NightBalance,
a leading innovator of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) technology.
NightBlanace is a spin-off from the Delft University of Technology
and has developed the Sleep Position Trainer (SPT), a proprietary,
highly advanced and easy to use device to prevent obstructive sleep
apnea.

The SPT is currently sold in 10 European countries and is re-
imbursed in the Netherlands. The SPT addresses the market of
positional apnea patients - an estimated 25 million people in the EU
and US. NightBalance has accumulated a wealth of clinical data (>
35.000 nights) demonstrating the efficacy and ease of use of its sleep
position trainer, and a substantial increase in patient compliance.

Eline has a technical background as an industrial design engi-
neer (TU Delft, Cum Laude), and has further education in business
innovation and coaching. She was nominated as one of the 42 new
talents that will conquer the world by Quote Magazine, she was
in the top 100 most inspiring Dutch women according to Glamour
Magazine and was nominated 3 years in a row for the Viva top 400

inspiring women. Speaker at many medtech events.
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Thank You for Coming
to CuriousU!
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